Real Life Challenge
Unit Project

As part of the Real Life Challenge, you will be expected to complete **ONE** of the following projects!

**Choice 1:** Create a menu for one day (three meals and one snack.) Visit the store or research advertisements to discover the cost for the food to create your meals. Calculate the total cost for a day’s worth of food!

**Choice 2:** Design a career brochure to educate others about your job choice. The brochure must contain your annual salary, education requirements, job description, and at least 5 pictures/diagrams related to your career.

**Choice 3:** Collect advertisements from newspapers, magazines, and other printed resources that illustrate the advertising techniques from Month 3. Use the advertisements to create a poster. Be sure to include a description of the ad technique with each advertisement.

**Choice 4:** Search local advertisements to compare prices for at least 6 items. Use the advertisements to create a display to show the “best buy”! Each item needs to compare prices from at least two advertisements. Be sure to include your calculations to support your choices!

**Choice 5:** Make a list of items needed to care for a new baby. Diapers, formula, clothes, and furniture are a few possibilities. Visit stores or research advertisements to discover the cost for the items. Calculate the total cost!